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ABSTRACT

We discuss the possibility that the cosmoiogical constant problem is

solved "by raising the number of spatial dimensions a la Kaluza-Klein. In

(h+ 2)-dimensional pure gravity theory with the explicit A-term -we find classical

solutions with vanishing physical cosmoiogical constant and compact 2.dimensions.

However, there also exist solutions with the non-vanishing physical A-term, and

the case A , = 0 is not preferred at the c:assical level. We conjecture
phys

that quantum corrections and/or additional interactions single Out the

solution with vanishing physical cosmoiogical constant.
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It is wiedely accepted that the cosmoiogical problem [l] Is one of

the most serious problems in modern particle theory (for a review see, e.g.

[g]). While all the fundamental mass scales (the characteristic QCD

parameter A = 0 (100 MeV), the weak interaction scale M
w
 = Q (10° G e V ) >

the Planck mass i-L = 0 (]_o GeV) a re rather large, the observed absolute

value of the vacuum energy density, which gives rise to the cosmoiogical

constant (A-term), Is very small (if any),

The vacuum energy density feels a l l the complicated physios

inherent in eloiaentary portiole interactions t i t i s determined

by the M-GQB vacuum expectation values, fenoion and gauge

fields condensates, coupling constants, e t c . In part icu-

l a r , i t depends on the values of quark and gZuon condensates,

<<&> and c (»?„> (which la turn con,in principle,be

expressed through A QQJJ end qUarfc BflSBOS) aS Well 88 OD thO

vacuum QXpOOtation VOlueS Of the w'einberg-Salam scalars.

Of course, one can oake the vacuura energy density vanish

by adding the constant term to the underlying lagrongion,

but this roquiros the highly unnatural adjustment of this

parameter. The vanishing vacuum energy density can bo natural

in theories with unbroken supersyegaetry (for reviowo eoe,
c*6«t [3»*])( however, our world i s non-supercyoiaotrio at

energies less than, say, 10 GeV« In any case, i t seems ua-

liKeiy that some syiametry which is exact a t high energies but

broken a t low ones, i s alone responsible fox vanishing

A -term, since the (large) contributions to the vacuum energy

density oone frota low-onerny physics (euoh as chiral
symmetry breaking in QCD).
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I tor; would a solution to the A -tens problem look like?.

The pro bloc mould be completely solved if the ooeooloGical

constant in the "iinateln equations natur^.^/ vnniahad

irrespectively of what was the particular value of ti.e vaouuin

onercy donsity, or, in other words, what were the particular

values of the parameters of the theory (renormalized coupling

constants, inauseo, constant term in the laj_;ran,;iQQ, e t c . ) ,

At f i r s t sight th is dooiro i s oolf-contradictory, since tho

oere existence of the non-vanishing vaouum energy density

would inevitably lead to non-vanishing curvature of our four-

dimenaioni-a space-time, which is forbidden experimentally. How-

ever, thio need not bo the case if our cpnee-tiae has ooro

than four dimensions.
an

In th i s paper we report oft^autenpt to find a solution

of the A -tern problon start ing from the theory in

dimensional spooe-tirae. The eonoral idoa is that in

dimensions, the presence of the A -torn coa have a s igni f l -

cant effect only on tho metrics corresponding to extra

aimc-nuonu, rather than to four physical ones, so that the ob-

served space-time i s (almost) f l a t , while the extra -iimenaions

^e curvod duo to the A -term. In this way one can na-

tural ly arrive at extra dimensions compactlfied a la Kcduaa-

Klein, tho neaeoeary condition for tho theory to be >-e;i^ic*

(for. a . reoent discussion of Kaluga-Klein type theories

BOO, e .g . , £ £*»9l and roioroncos therein). Changes in the

vaouum energy density associated, eayt with •'••• .-inti •••;•-

Not9 that the extra dlnoneiono woulil aleo bo unobcorvable
directly, if no diraensione were coupactified, but known
(l ight ) portlcTas v;ore confined inside a potential well,
whioh is Buffioiently narrow along If spatial ditaensions,
but f l a t alona four phyoicai one&. This poosibility i s
d i d i n [53*

kiiiim or ĈC phaee traneltions can produce chanaos in

the oonpaotifloatlon scale choract©riGtio to extra dimensions,

leaving untouched the binstoin equations docoribing the

physical four-dioensional world*. The relevanco of Kaluza-

Klein type tiioorios for the A -term problem has been r e a l i -

zed by nany authors (1O»9J» however, to our knowledge no so-

lution of the A -term problem ae stated above has been pro*

posed yot»

Befure presenting the dotailfl, wo uleh to eumnarize our

main rocul ts . We have reached only par t ia l eucoeoo in r e a l i -

zins the abovo idoa. vJamoly, v>o have found that in higher—

•dioenaional pure ^i^avity theory nith explicit A - t e ro , there

dooe oxlet a claea of solutions with coopaotified extra

dimensions and physioal four-dimenclonal netrioa obeying

the standard KlneteiQ equatloas with a^bitrorj (inoluding ae-

ro) values of the observable coamologioal constant A phvs

Thoroforo, the /\- e.: problem . can, be "solved" by ohooslng

a solution charactoriaod by vanishing [\ phyB# However, wo

have not found convincing arguaonta in favour of th is choice.

This is the main question yet to be understood* We hope

that quantum corrections and/or additional interactions wil l

single out the solution with A Dk_a = 0, whioh mould be a

complete solution to the A -term problem* I t i s not exclu-

ded also, that the choice A Dhya " 0 would arise from s ta-

bi l i ty considerations.

Now, lot ue consider the pure gravity theory in (d+il)-

dimensional spaoo-tine with metrics 9 iji (A,BnO,».»,d+3-1t

* Note that chan^os in the compactlfioation scale con in turn
load to chances in oboorved coupling constants CW» D o e s

th is mean that the couplings (including Uowton constant) va-
ry in the course of the Universe evolution?



algnature (+,-»-,...»-)). d dimensions will turn out to bo

physical (la the real world d » 4), while N others will be

ootnpaotifled. In what follows it will be convenient to denote

the first d coordinates by 0C'w ( ^ • 0,1 ,,,.,(3-1) and

9 others by X (a • d ,...(W+d-1). The Einstein equations

vita the ozpiioit A -term in (d+tf) dimensions read

O )

A A

where the Sioci tensor B A B la constructed from Q AB in a

standard way. Vie iiavo writ tea the A -torn BO tnat it a aign

coincides with the sign of the vacuum Qn&rgy density* la

what follows we assume

Note that this sign may be natural in supersyanetric
theor ies [ 3 ] .

We search for solutions of oqs, (1) nhioh correspond to

d-dlnensional metrics Qyj (i'M) obeying the d-dimensional

Einstein equations, if extra dimensions being compaotlfied*

Therefore, the desirable Ansata ohould not break the group

of d-dimenslooal general cgordinate transformations,

(a)

A

In the standard Kaluz&»Klein approach ens acsumeG 4 ^ »

that under this assumption the /*V -components of oqs.

(1) cannoc transform into the U-diDeneional Einstoin equa-

tions without A ".term, so the A -tern pro bio a oannot be sol-

ved in this vjfgr. v.e choose finotlier Anp.tita, which i s a

slight cenorallzation of the standard Kaluza-Kleln one,

ab -
Hote thet this Aneatz does not break the in^ariance under the

transformations (2 ) .

Substituting (3)-(5) into (1), we obtain after some re-

arrangements , the following sot of equotlona'.

In (6) A ifl an arbitrary oonatantt.
d-3.

constructed froo ) la a standard way* Ja <7)t (8)

(xa) and Va are the Rlcoi tensor and the ootaxiant

derivative in M-diaonsional spnoe-time with metrics

T;-' (xa> , the indices axe lowered with the use of %nO .
ab 0

£qs. (6) coincide with the iiinstein equations in d-dimensione

with the oosmologioal oonatantt A pfcye»
 F o r ^ phys * °»

tha A -term present in the init ial equations (1) does not

Qlve rise to the cosmologies! constant In d dimensions, pro-

vided that a ,, (V*) indeed oan be interpreted as the met-

rics of the physical d-dineneional world. Moreover, I t eqe*

(7),(8) adoit solutions corresponding to the oompaot W-dl-

fflenBionol space, the extra dimensions would be unobservable

at low energies.

Let us f irst show that eqs. (7 ) , (e) do have solutions

with the desired properties, at least for N=2*. For tfa2t 1st



us denote the fourth and f if th spatial coordinates as follows,

and assume 0 to be an angular variable,

Let us further aaeuoo

fan "--1 i ^ s - - v , dss - d ^ ^ ' ( 9 )
Then the set of equations (7)»(3) reduces to a single equa-

tion

d a do)
where prime denotes tho derivative with respect to 9 ,

the "potential" i s j^t

(ceo Fig.1) and the functions 6"(^) and

pressed in teras of jffp) as follows;
are ex-

- 1z -1
B beinc an arbitrary length scale (we choose R. ~ A for

dofiniconess).
I ? o r ^ phys ^ °» a ny solution of sq. (10) oorroeponde

to the "notion" of a "classical par t ic le" in the "potential"

(11) with vanishing i n i t i a l "volooity" ~g' (0 ) , froa come

point So to ^ a 0, the coordinate >̂ ploying the role

of "timo". This solution describes the coapactifiod ejrtra

spatial dinoacionc in che tonso that :

i ) ri.c ooordinntea p QM *P mn i'roo 0 to o
J \ BOX

and from 0 to 2 i\ , respectively, v.'haro 0 is the

al te) "time" neoeaaery for the " p a r t i d e " to reach 3. « 0

from <? (0) « So t

11) ';•"•::• volume of the two-dimensional space with oetrics

Khore & ___

i l l ) The • volume elonont JJl* J-fl' d ot in

dimensional epoce-tHno i s everywhere f in i t e , provided that

a x itk a,v) Is f i n i t e , so the volume of the troo-dlmenslo-
i or h

nal slice between the hyperaurfaces -y. * OL0 and x •

Is finite,

Note, however, that the length of a circle X * const,

^ a const, {j^~ ̂ -n ''Ifs? J oan ** arbitrardLlj large (since

—^J-J- -̂  ̂  as p fK*, JJQJ-)* BO tho notioo of compaotaoso is

not standard here.

FOP h phya > 0, there also exiet another type of so*

lutlons of eq. (10), which corresponds to a half-period of

the "negative onorgy notion" inside the "potential well" of

Flg.1. in this oase the topology of the extra tv«-dimenalo-

nal space coincides v;ith that of a sphere S »

Though tho extra dimenslono are got compact la the usu-

al conse, their oxistence loads to no contradiction with every-

--: cxperionce, in a perfect analogy to tho standard

Kulu:.-.fi-Klein approach.. 'fc uee Ihia a.-id to cho-«r t l .at bh;: act of functions

j (:'.|J) can ii:,:deil ha i n t e rp re t ed iis t::e nif-lrica of the

physical epeco-tioe, VJO analyso the natter fields in the

backcround potrios (3-5) , (9) , (13) (cf. [ 7 ] ) . Consider,

for oxaaple, the macslocs ocolar field S ninimnliy LOupied

- f i -



gravity. The equation of motion end the

tonsor a re , respectivelyi

nhora ^ ia the coveriant derivative in (d+2)-dimenoional

space-time and ladices aj?e lowered by Q B . The Anzatz

transforms oq. (13) into

-Vf^V*-*?^ " (15)

^ , V a f = ^ f ' (16)
^q* (15) i s just; the Kloln-trordon equation for the per t iolo

of maea w propagating in tho d«-dinenalonal epaco-timo

with Botrics <h^i , while eq. (16) determines the allowed

veluos of to. • In order that fciio par t ic le with the wavo

1'unotion (14) hovo f in i t e energy , § \ ^0 £2A ^^ >

the function j(x*) should obey the following conditions.

Ona o&n show that undor thesa conditions the operator

iJV^V has a ditjorste set of eigenvalues, The lowoet eigen-

value* v̂t1 = 0, corresponds to jf = const, others are of or-

der K by ditwnsional arguments. Therefore, at low energies

only part lc lco with the wave functions independent of extra

coordinates survive and, according to (15), they l ive in

d-dimea&ional space-time with mo t r io s ;l^v< , which i s the

desired result*

In conolusion wo wish to point out the main dlfferonoe

between our approach to the coDpactifleation of extra dimon-

sions, and tihe staudard linlusa-Kloln one. ;.ltt±n our appro-

ach the notrieo of tho observed four-dinonsional world i s

identified with Q^ • ff * <3 U<J rather than with tho

u\> -components of the 4+Ii dimensional metrics themselves*

Therefore, tho structure of the 44>N tfiiaenalonal space-tine

io not ift i l ) " ' , where ?,i* i s tho ordinary Uinkowskl space

tm<\ Hx i s sotae cocnpcct aanixold. ^ovorthelosB^ the observed

world i s doccribod by the :.iinkoW3ki spnce-tioe (for
* — v —

AD extension of our appronoh to the oupergravity theories in

higher dimensions [ i i j presuaably would lead to new patterns

of spontaneous compactification of extra dimensions In these

theories* v.'e hope that in th is nay one would be able to ob-

tain rel iable higher-dimonsional supergravity theories with

vanishing cosaoloc;ical constant. I t might well occur that

these DOVJ patterns would be of significance for constructing

rea l i s t ic models basod on suporgravity plus Kdusa-Kloin,
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